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KAHLER STRUCTURES ON COMPACT SOLVMANIFOLDS

CHAL BENSON AND CAROLYN S. GORDON

(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. In a previous paper, the authors proved that the only compact nil-

manifolds r\C7 which admit Kahler structures are tori. Here we consider a

more general class of homogeneous spaces F\G, where G is a completely

solvable Lie group and T is a cocompact discrete subgroup. Necessary condi-

tions for the existence of a Kahler structure are given in terms of the structure

of G and a homogeneous representative w of the Kahler class in H2{r\G;R).

These conditions are not sufficient to imply the existence of a Kahler structure.

On the other hand, we present examples of such solvmanifolds that have the

same cohomology ring as a compact Kahler manifold. We do not know whether

some of these solvmanifolds admit Kahler structures.

1. Introduction

In this paper we consider compact homogeneous spaces of the form T\G,

where G is a connected and simply connected Lie group and T is a discrete

cocompact subgroup. When G is a nilpotent Lie group, one calls T\G a nil-

manifold, and when G is solvable, r\C is a solvmanifold. (Many authors do

not require nilmanifolds and solvmanifolds to be compact. Also note that there

are compact homogeneous spaces of solvable Lie groups that are not quotients

by discrete subgroups.) We will refer to a positive-definite Kahler metric as a

Kahler structure. We remark that in contrast to Theorems 1 and 2 below, many

solvmanifolds and nilmanifolds admit indefinite Kahler metrics. In a previous

paper, we proved the following result.

Theorem 1. If a nilmanifold T\G admits a Kahler structure, then  G  is an

abelian group and T\G is a torus. (See [1, 2, 9], and [11].)

We will describe a generalization of Theorem 1 to a class of solvmanifolds.

Let g denote the Lie algebra of G and n the derived algebra, n = [g, g] (that

is, the linear space of all brackets [X, Y]). Recall that g is solvable if and only

if n is nilpotent. One says that g is completely solvable if ad(X) : g —> g has
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only real eigenvalues for each X e g. Equivalently, g is isomorphic to a sub-

algebra of the (real) upper triangular matrices in gl(« , B.) for some n . A given

completely solvable Lie group G may or may not have any cocompact discrete

subgroups. For G to admit a cocompact discrete subgroup, it is necessary that

G be unimodular.

Theorem 2. If G is completely solvable and T\G is a solvmanifold that admits

a Kahler structure, then

(i) there is an abelian complement a in g of the derived algebra n = [g, g],

(ii)   a and n are even dimensional;

(iii) the center of g intersects n trivially;

(iv) the Kahler form is cohomologous to a left invariant symplectic form co =

œ0 + cox, where n = ker(<y0)  and a = ker(<y,)  (i.e.,   a and n are

symplectic and co-orthogonal subspaces of (g, to)) ;

(v) both w0 and cox are closed but not exact in g (and also in a and n);

(vi) the adjoint action of a on n is by infinitesimal symplectic automor-

phisms of (n, to).

Thus G is a semidirect product G — Ak N, where A is a connected abelian

subgroup and N is the (nilpotent) commutator subgroup. Moreover, N admits

a left-invariant symplectic structure, and the action of A on N is by symplecto-

morphisms.

Theorem 2 generalizes Theorem 1 since (iii) fails when g is nilpotent but

nonabelian.

It is important to note that the Kahler structures in Theorems 1 and 2 need

not arise from left-C-invariant Kahler structures on G. The general homoge-

neous Kahler manifold is now well understood after a lengthy research program

culminating in recent work of Dorfmeister and Nakajima [3]. Hano showed

that if a unimodular Lie group G admits a left-invariant Kahler structure, then

G is solvable [8]. Moreover, as in Theorem 2, G splits as a semidirect prod-

uct of an abelian subgroup with the commutator subgroup N — [G, G] and

in this case TV is also abelian. However, G will not be completely solvable

unless it is abelian. Indeed, with notation as in the statement of Theorem 2,

Hano shows that ad(X)(Y) = VX(Y) for x e a and Yen. Here V denotes

the Riemannian connection on G. Compatibility of V with the Riemannian

metric implies that ad(X) is skew-symmetric with respect to the inner product

obtained by restricting this metric to n. It follows that ad(X): n —> n has

only pure imaginary eigenvalues. One calls such a group solvable of type R. In

particular, if G is a completely solvable, unimodular, and homogeneous Kahler

structure, then G is nilpotent and in fact abelian. We remark that a nonunimod-

ular completely solvable Lie group may admit a homogeneous Kahler structure.

For examples we refer the reader to [5]. Such examples played an important

role in the subsequent general classification program.

In view of the above discussion, it seems reasonable to conjecture that the

only Kählerian solvmanifolds r\C with G completely solvable are tori. This
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may be true, but we have only been able to prove the much weaker necessary

conditions in Theorem 2. In §3, we present some examples showing where the

difficulties lie.

The proof of Theorem 1 given in [ 1 ] involved showing that the Hard Lef-

schetz Theorem fails for any symplectic structure on a nontoral nilmanifold

r\G. In [11], McDuff shows that this failure of the Hard Lefschetz Theorem

is a consequence of the existence of a certain circle action on T\C7. Hasegawa

proved Theorem 1 independently by showing that a minimal model of the

deRham complex for r\C could not be formal [9]. Cordero, Fernandez, and

Gray have shown that every nonabelian nilmanifold admits nontrivial Massey

triple products [2]. We recently learned that Koszul was aware of Theorem 1

(see the note in [8]), although he never published it. The authors are grateful

to Dusa McDuff for pointing this out to them.

All these proofs use Nomizu's Theorem, which asserts that the Lie algebra

cohomology //*(g) of the complex A(g*) of left-invariant forms on a nilpotent

Lie group G is isomorphic to the deRham cohomology H*(T\G; R) of an

associated nilmanifold [12]. Nomizu's Theorem was generalized to completely

solvable Lie groups G by Hattori [10]. This result will be used in the next

section.

2. Proof of Theorem 2

Suppose that r\C7 has a Kahler structure and let n = 2m = dim(g). As in

the proof of Theorem 1 given in [1], it suffices to show that for any left-invariant

symplectic form a>, the map

A[o;r1://1(0)^//"-1(0)

is an isomorphism only if conditions (i) through (vi) hold. Indeed, Hattori's

generalization of Nomizu's Theorem shows that the cohomology class of the

Kahler form has a left-invariant representative. This will be a symplectic struc-

ture satisfying the Hard Lefschetz Theorem (see [6]).

We view the dual space g* of g as the space of left-invariant 1-forms. Any

choice of vector space complement a of n in g (we will make a particular

choice later) allows us to decompose g* as a vector space sum g* = a* + n*,

where a* = {n e g*|rç(n) = 0} and n* = {n e g*|?/(a) = 0}. Note that a* is

independent of the choice of a. Let / = dim(n) and k — dim(a) = n - /.

Denote A'(a>Aj(n') by AiJ so that

aV)= £a'j.
i+j=p

Recall that for a e g* and X, Y e g, we have da(X,Y) = -ai[X,Y]).

Since n = [g,g], we find that ¿(A1,0) = 0 and that d: A0'1 -♦ A2(g*) is

one-to-one. Hence,

(2.1) //1(r\C) = //'(g)=A1'°.
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To compute H"~ (g), note that any (n - l)-form X is closed. Indeed, we

can write X = iiX)Sl for some X e g and Q e A"(g*). Here /(A") denotes the

interior product. An easy computation shows that dX = -tr(ad(X"))i2. Since

unimodularity of g means that tr(ad(A)) = 0 for all X e g, we see that X is

closed. Next we claim that diA"~ (g*)) ÇA'-1. We have

(2.2) A     (g) = A +A +A

As noted above, a"(A' ' ) = 0, so if X e A' '° and p e A0J , then diX A p) =

±XAdp. Hence,

(2.3) d: AiJ - A^2,7'-1 + A'+1 J +A/J+1.

In particular,

(2.4) d:Ak/~2^Ak/~\

Since n is unimodular, the argument above shows that a*n(A ~'(n*)) = 0,

where dn is the exterior derivative on A(n*). That is, for p e A _1 ' ~ , the

A ~ ' -component of dp is zero and thus

II   c\ J      A*-1/-1 A*/"1(2.5) a: A —> A

For n e A0' write dn = (dr\)x / + (dn)2 f_x where (dn)i € A''J. For /I e a

and {Aj f... ,X/\ a basis of n, we have

dr1iA,Xx,...,X/) = -triadiA)\JniXx,...,X/)

= -triadiA))niXx,...,X/).

(The second equality follows from [g,g] = n.) Since g is unimodular,

idn)x/ = 0 and d: Aa/ - A2y~l. Thus

(2.6) d:Ak~^ -+Ak/~\

Together, Equations (2.2), (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6) show that diA"~\%)) Ç

A ' _1 as claimed. Since a,(A"~1(g*)) = 0, we now have

dim(//""'(g)) > áimiA"~\$))-áimiAk/~x) = n-/ = k.

On the other hand, Poincaré duality for V\G shows

dim(//""'(g)) = dim(//'(g)) = dim(A1,0) = k.

It follows that

(2.7) every element of A ''      is exact and H"~ (g) = A

Now let a> e A (g*) be a left-invariant symplectic form for which A[co]m~ :

//'(g) —► //"_1(g) is an isomorphism. For any X e n,

(z'(*)iu) A com~X = (l/w)/(X)«ym € Ak/~X
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and hence (iiX)co) A tom~    is exact by (2.7).  Our hypothesis on to together

with Equation 2.1 imply that iiX)co & A ' . This means there must exist some

Yen for which u>iX, Y) ^ 0 and hence <y|nxn is nondegenerate.

We now choose a to be the coorthogonal complement to n,

o = {A eQ\toiA,n) = 0}.

One has to e A ' + A ' , say to = to2 0 + toQ 2 where to2 0 and to0 2 are

symplectic forms on the vector spaces a and n.   Since to and all elements
2 0

of A '    are closed,  to2 0 and to0 2  are both closed.   Neither is exact since

[to]"1 t¿ 0. Setting toQ = to2 Q and tox = to0 2 we obtain (ii), (iv), and (v).

We next show a is abelian. Let A,B e a and X en. Then

0 = dtoiA , B, X) = -toi[A,B],X) + toi[A,X],B)-toi[B,X],A).

The last two terms on the right are zero since w|axn = 0. Hence toi[A, B], X) =

0 for all X en. By nondegeneracy of w on n x n, we find that [A,B] — 0 so

that a is abelian.

To prove (vi), we observe that for A e a and X, Y e n, toiA, [X, Y]) = 0

so

0 = dtoiA , X, Y) = -toi[A , X], Y) - toiX, [A , Y]).

Thus ad(^)|n belongs to the symplectic Lie algebra (n,tox).

Suppose Z e nn3(fl)>Z ^ 0. Then n = iiZ)to is closed and we obtain

[?7] / 0 in Hlis). However wm~x A n = (l/m)i(Z)tom e Ak/'x is exact

(see (2.7)) contradicting the assumption that A[<y]w_1 : H1(q) —► H"~1(q) is an

isomorphism. This proves condition (iii).

The final paragraph in the statement of Theorem 2 follows from (i) to (vi)

since G is simply connected.

Remarks.

(i) We assumed that G was completely solvable so that we could use Hat-

tori's Theorem. The conclusions of Theorem 2 remain true if r\C is

any compact homogeneous space (with T < G discrete) for which there

is an algebra isomorphism H*(T\G) = H*ig). Indeed, existence of a

cocompact discrete subgroup Y implies unimodularity of both g and

n = [fl » fl] > which is all we used in the proof. Of course n will not be

nilpotent unless g is solvable. See [ 13] for some other solvable contexts

where H*iT\G) = #*(g).

(ii) In [11], McDuff calls a compact symplectic manifold (Af2m ,to) a Lef-

schetz manifold when A[to]m~ : H iM) —► H m~ (M) is an isomor-

phism. The proof of Theorem 2 shows that (i) to (vi) are necessary con-

ditions for a given symplectic solvmanifold T\G, with G completely

solvable, to be a Lefschetz manifold (replacing the words "Kahler form"

by "symplectic form" in (iv)). The same reasoning also shows that con-

ditions (i) to (vi) are sufficient for T\G to be a Lefschetz manifold.
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(iii) The subalgebra a in Theorem 2 is uniquely determined by the choice

of left-invariant representative to of the Kahler class. The authors have

shown that different choices of to will yield subalgebras o that differ

by the ad-action of G on g. On the group level, this means that the

abelian subgroup A < G is determined up to inner automorphism by

the Kahler structure.

3. Examples

In this section we present certain completely solvable Lie algebras g that

satisfy the conditions of Theorem 2 for some symplectic structure to e A (g*).

As remarked at the end of §2, the Lefschetz map from H (g) will be an iso-

morphism in each case. However, one can consider additional conditions on

the cohomology of a compact Kahler manifold. In particular, one can examine

the Hodge relations, look for vanishing of Massey triple products, and compute

the Lefschetz map in higher degrees.

In Example 1, we explicitly construct a cocompact discrete subgroup T of the

Lie group G corresponding to g. In Examples 2 and 3, we have been unable to

determine whether G admits a cocompact subgroup. We note, however, that

in both cases g is "strongly unimodular"; the restriction of ad(AT) to m has

trace zero for each term m in the descending central series for the nilradical

m of g. This is a necessary condition for the existence of a cocompact discrete

subgroup of G.

Example 1. Let g be the Lie algebra direct sum R © g0 where g0 has basis

{H, X, Y} with nontrivial structure equations

[H,X] = X

[H,Y] = -Y.

Letting Z span the ideal R, we have a = Span(Z, H) and n = Span(A, Y).

Both a and n are abelian and 3(g) = Span(Z) c a. The simply connected Lie
2 2

group G0 corresponding to g0 can be written as RkI , where R acts on R

via '"«-G A):
The simply connected Lie group G corresponding to g is given by G = RxG0.

We now construct a cocompact discrete subgroup ro of G0. We will then

take T = ro x Z, a cocompact discrete subgroup of G. To construct ro, it

suffices to find some t0 ^ 0 with At   conjugate to an element of SL(2,Z).

Indeed, we could then find a lattice L in R   which is invariant under A"  for
'0

all n e Z and take ro = (r0Z) x L. To obtain t0, choose any element B of

SL(2,Z) with distinct real eigenvalues, say X and l/X, and take /0 = log(A).

Let {X,y,p,v} denote the basis for g* dual to {Z ,H ,X ,Y}. Then

dp = -y Ap
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and

dv — y Av.

The form

to = XAy + p Au

is a symplectic structure satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2. In particular,

A[to]: H iß) —» H (g) is an isomorphism.

We have 7r,(ro\G0) = ro and hence H\ro\G0;Z) = ro/[ro,ro] = Z. By

Poincaré duality, we also have H (rQ\G0 ; Z) = Z. Choose maps

hx : ro\(?0 -+ S  and h2 : ro\G0 —► S

representing the generators in H[(T0\G0;Z) and H2iTQ\G0;Z). (The gener-

ator of 7/2(r0\G0;Z) is represented by a map into /¡T(Z,2) = CP°°, which

is homotopic to one whose image lies in the 2 skeleton 5 since ro\G0 is a

3-manifold and CP°° has no 3-cells.) The map

/0: r0\C0 - S1 x S2, x ~ (A, ix), h2ix))

1 1
is a cohomology isomorphism and so is / = id x f0: T\G —► T x S . Note

that in this construction the Kahler class in H ( T x S ; R) pulls back to [to]

under /.

Since T x S is a Kahler manifold, we see that T\G is cohomologically

Kahler. However, it is shown in [4] that r\C7 does not admit a complex struc-

ture (and hence admits no Kahler structure). This is done by appealing to

classification theorems of Kodaira and Yau that are specific to complex dimen-

sion 2. Related examples in higher dimensions, such as ro\C0 x ro\C0 and

T x ro\C0 in dimension 6 are also cohomologically Kahler, but we do not

know whether any of these admit Kahler structures.

Example 2. Let g = Span(^, B, Xx, X2, X}, Z,, Z2, Z3), where

[X2 , X}] = 2ZX,    [Xx, Xy] = Z2 ,    [Xx , X2] = —Z3,

[A,XX] = -XX,    [A,X2] = -2X2,    [A,Xi] = 3Xiand

[A,ZX] = ZX,    [A,Z2] = 2Z2,    [A,Z3] = -3Zr

Here g = o x n where a = Span(^4, B) and n = Span(A1 ,X2,XJ,Zl,Z2, Z3).

In this example, n is two-step nilpotent and 3(fl) = Span(5) c a. Denoting

the dual basis for g* by {a, ß, px, p2, p}, Ç,, C2 > £3} i one has

dpx=aApx,    dp2 —2a A p2,     dpi = -3aAp}

and

dÇx = -a A C, - 2p2 A p3,    d£2 = -2a A Ç2 - px A p},

dÇ3 = 3aAÇ3 + px Ap2.
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A symplectic structure satisfying the conditions of Theorem 2 is given by

to = a A ß + ipx A C, + p2 A C2 + Pi, A Ç3) = to0 + tox.

One can compute that

//'(g) = Span([Q], [/?]),

H2 ig) = Spani[to0], [to x]),

H\g) = Spanila A to x],[ß A to x]),

h\q) = Span([to0Atox],[tox Atox]),

H5(Q) = Span([aAto2x],[ßAto2x]),

H6(q) = Span([ct^], [to0 A to2])

H (g) = Span([a A px A p2 A p} A Çx A C2 A £3], [ß A px A p2 A p3 A Cx A C2 A C3])

H (g) = Span([a A ß A px A p2 A p} A Çx A Ç2 A Ç3]).

The Lefschetz maps A[to3]: H1(q) -► H'(g), A [to2]: H2(q) -* h\q) and

A[to]: H (g) —► H5(q) are all isomorphisms. In fact, H*(q) is the cohomology

ring of a Kahler manifold. One way to see this is as follows.

A minimal model for the Kahler manifold T x CP is given by the differ-

ential graded algebra (DGA)

m = A(a,b,c,k)

freely generated by a,b,c, and k, where deg(a) = 1 = deg(b), deg(c) =

2, degik) = 7, and da = db = dc - 0, dk = c [7]. The Kahler form on

T x CP is represented by a A b + c. However, 9JÎ is also the (nilpotent)

minimal model for the DGA A(g*). Indeed, the DGA map tp: OT —> A(g*)

given by tpia) = a, q>ib) = ß ,<pic) = tox and <pik) = 0 induces an isomorphism

on cohomology and sends a A b + c to to. This shows that there can be no

cohomological obstructions to a manifold of the form T\G being Kahler, where

G is the simply connected Lie group with Lie algebra g .

Example 3. Consider g = Span(/1, B, Xx, Yx, Z,, X2, Y2, Z2), where

I-    1 '     1 -I =      1 '      1-2 '    2-1 =     2 '

[A,XX] = XX, [A,X2] = -X2,

[A,YX] = -2YX, [A,Y2] = 2Y2

[A,ZX] = -ZX,    [A,Z2] = Z2.

Here n = Span^ ,YX ,ZX ,X2,Y2,Z2) ,a = Span(/i, B) and 3(ö) = Span(£).

In this example n is two-step nilpotent.   Denoting the dual basis for g*  by
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{a,ß,px,ux,Cx,p2,i'2,Ç2}, one has

da = 0 = dß,

dpx = —a A px ,    dp2 = a A p2,

dvx = 2a A vx,    dv2 = 2a Av2

dÇx = a A d - px A vx ,    dÇ2 = -a A C2 - P2 A v2.

In this case we will show that no solvmanifold T\G associated with g admits

a Kahler structure. Suppose that r\C does in fact have a Kahler structure.

The Kahler form would then be cohomologous to a left-invariant 2-form to =

to0 + tox as in Theorem 2. The collection {px A C, , p2 A C2 > P\ A p2 , vx A v2} is

a basis for the 2-forms on n that are closed in g. Hence we must have

to = aa A ß + (bpx A Ç, + cp2 A C2 + epx A p2 + /^, A v2)

for some constants a,b,c,e,f. Nondegeneracy of to implies that a/0,

b / 0, c t¿ 0, and / ^ 0. For any such <y, the map A[to ] : H (g) —> // (g)
? 2 (S

is an isomorphism. However, one can show that A[to ] : H (g) —► // (g) is not

an isomorphism for any such to. Indeed, one computes that for the closed

nonexact form px A p2 ,

2
(px A p2) A to   = 2a/a A ß A px Ap2AvxAv2

= d(2afa A ß A px A vx A £2).

That is, the Hard Lefschetz Theorem cannot work simultaneously on both

H (g) and H (g) for any symplectic structure to.
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